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In January, SDSC launched a collabora-

tion with UC San Diego aimed at creating 

a group for students across campus who 

are interested in learning and interact-

ing with their peers and staff in the area 

of high-performance computing (HPC). 

More than 100 students, from freshmen to 

post-graduates, attended the event, which 

had to be moved to the SDSC Auditorium 

due to the size of the response. Sending 

out the call was Nigel Brown, a UC San 

Diego student who is also a research 

intern with SDSC’s User Services group. 

Read more about the new HPC Student 

Group on pages 2 and 4

Student-based Supercomputing  
Club Formed at SDSC
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Responding to NSF’s Priorities 
Like our weather, this year certainly got off to a rainy start, due in large part 

to a deluge of proposal requests primarily coming from the National Science 

Foundation – 11 in all worth a combined $36 million. Thanks to the focused 

efforts of our PIs and the many who supported these proposals, with a special 

shout out to Michele Strong in the Business Office, we responded to every one of 

these requests.

What’s unique about this round of RFPs (request for proposals) is that it 

includes more opportunities than I’ve ever seen in my role as SDSC’s director – 

opportunities that align extremely well with many of the projects going on at our 

center, primarily in the areas of advanced scientific computing and harnessing the 

data revolution. These RFPs range from smaller but still significant ones to larger 

projects focused on cloud computing access, network-to-network collaborations, 

sustaining scientific innovation, and more.

I’ll share more details at the next General Staff Meeting in early April, but if 

you’ve noticed a lot of closed office doors lately, it’s because many folks have 

been focused on meeting these submission deadlines.

Student-Led Supercomputing Club
The cover story for this Innovators issue is also very significant for SDSC. In 

January, a meeting was held to kick off something we’ve never had in our history: 

a student-organized Supercomputing Club. This initiative was sparked by Nigel 

Brown, a UC San Diego student who’s also a research intern with SDSC’s User 

Services group. Read more about Nigel and the goals of the new student club on 

pages 4 and 5.  

Please join me in congratulating Ange Mason as her Research Experience for High 

School Students (REHS) program celebrates its 10th year! This summer internship 

program has been shown to be a valuable part of the process as students prepare 

for their university years, and consider careers in computational science. 

Also in this issue, you’ll learn more about SDSC’s latest videos, thanks to the 

excellent work of Jon Chi Lou and Ben Tolo. SDSC’s YouTube channel is now ar-

ranged by playlists that include current topics of interest, such as the ongoing 

debate on internet neutrality. 

Happy spring!

Michael L. Norman 

SDSC Director

Welcome
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SDSC, Vanderbilt University 
Collaborate in Human Vaccines 
Project Study
For the first time ever, researchers are comprehensively se-

quencing the human immune system, which is billions of times 

larger than the human genome. In a new study published in 

the February 13 online issue of Nature by the Human Vaccines 

Project, scientists describe how they sequenced a key part of 

this vast and mysterious system – the genes encoding the circu-

lating B cell receptor repertoire. The study was led by researchers 

at Vanderbilt University Medical Center as well as SDSC, which 

applied its considerable computing power to work with multiple 

terabytes of data. “The Human Vaccines Project allows us to 

study problems at a larger scale than would be normally possible 

in a single lab, and it also brings together groups that might not 

normally collaborate,” said Robert Sinkovits, SDSC’s director of 

scientific computing applications.  

     Read more at https://goo.gl/fyZHsJ

Michael Norman Co-Author in 
New Early Universe Study
A collaboration between researchers from the Georgia Institute 

of Technology, Dublin City University in Ireland, Michigan State 

University, and SDSC provides a new and promising avenue for 

solving the cosmic riddle of how the first massive black holes 

in the universe formed. The simulation-based study, reported 

in the January 23rd edition of Nature, showed that when gal-

axies assemble extremely rapidly, and sometimes violently, that 

can lead to the formation of very massive black holes. SDSC’s 

Michael Norman is a co-author in the widely publicized study.  

   Read more at https://goo.gl/kzzY4Q

(Above image) A 30,000 light-year region from the Renaissance 
Simulation centered on a cluster of young galaxies that generate radia-
tion (white) and metals (green) while heating the surrounding gas.  
A dark matter halo just outside this heated region forms three super-
massive stars (inset) each over 1,000 times the mass of our sun that will 
quickly collapse into massive black holes and eventually supermassive 
black holes over billions of years. 

Image credit: Advanced Visualization Lab, National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications; John Wise, Georgia Institute of 
Technology.

Comet Simulations Help Lift the  
Veil on Sea Fog Development
New findings by an international team of researchers has shed 

new light on how and why a particular type of sea fog forms. 

The team used Comet to create detailed simulations that provide 

more accurate predictions of its occurrence and patterns in 

hopes that it will help reduce the number of maritime mishaps. 

The study, published in the January 1 issue of Atmospheric 

Research, focused on a significant sea fog event that stretched 

approximately 400 miles across China’s Yellow Sea and sur-

rounding land.  

     Read more at https://goo.gl/9QiLTr 

UC San Diego-Led Study Predicts 
Novel Approach to Battling the Flu

Every year three to five 

million people around 

the world suffer from 

severe illness caused 

by influenza, primar-

ily during the months of 

November through March. 

A new study published in 

ACS Central Science by 

researchers from several 

universities including UC 

San Diego suggests a 

novel approach for combating this sometimes deadly virus. 

Rommie Amaro, a professor of chemistry and biochemistry and 

director of UC San Diego’s National Biomedical Computation 

Resource, led the study, in which Comet was used to create 

physics-based flu virus simulations.   

   Read more at https://goo.gl/XPFLbt

(Above image) High-resolution models of influenza, developed by inte-
grating X-ray crystallography with electron microscopy, enable the inter-
rogation of the functional balance of the fluís two glycoproteins.  
Image credit: Jacob Durrant, University of Pittsburgh.
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This issue’s ‘Staff Innovator’ section is unique in that it’s the first 

Q&A with an SDSC staffer who’s also a student at UC San Diego. 

Nigel Brown started attending UC San Diego this past Fall Quarter 

after attending Laney College, a community college in Oakland, 

California. Nigel explains his motivation behind founding a new 

Supercomputing Club. “I am proud and excited to be part of this 

new and unique initiative, and look forward to working with the 

Supercomputing Club on the Student Cluster Competition and 

other projects in the future,” said Mary Thomas, a computational 

data scientist with SDSC. For more on the new club, please see 

www.sdsc.edu/education_and_training/hpc-students.html 

Q: Can you describe the process that led you to the 
decision to start this group?
I learned quickly upon arrival at UC San Diego that I was going 

to have difficulty finding a community to which I felt I belonged. 

I had attended many info sessions and general body meetings 

for the more established clubs and organizations on campus, but 

felt I existed firmly outside of their target demographic. It is an 

overwhelmingly uncomfortable feeling to lack a sense of inclu-

sion on campus – especially as it is also my home. As I shared 

that feeling with others on campus, I learned it was not a unique 

sentiment. That realization is what pushed me into starting the 

Supercomputing Club. I wanted to build an inclusive, technologi-

cally-based community and High-Performance Computing (HPC) is 

something I felt would be good to band around, as I believe it has 

applications in every area of study here at UC San Diego.

Q: How did you become interested in HPC?
I think my first interest owes a lot to the same search for be-

longing. A couple engineers from the National Energy Research 

Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) in Berkeley came to speak to 

some students at Laney College, where I studied before transfer-

ring to UC San Diego. Hearing them talk about supercomputers 

and scientific computing piqued a huge interest. I saw it as a way 

for me to find other people interested in digging into the inner-

workings of software to make it run better and faster. I had also 

had some earlier experience with GNU/Linux operating systems, 

so it was also a chance to gain experience sharing knowledge and 

mentoring my peers.

Meet Nigel Brown 
Student, SDSCer, and Club Founder  

STAFF INNOVATOR: Nigel Brown

Image Credit: Jon Chi Lou

By Jan Zverina



Did you know that SDSC has a YouTube channel?  

Just click on the YouTube icon at the bottom of the SDSC home 

page under the ‘Get Connected’ section or go to... 

www.youtube.com/SanDiegoSupercomputerCenter 

There you’ll find a wide variety of topical videos, with playlists 

for Events, Training, Grand Challenges, and more. Except for the 

conference presentations, most videos are about four minutes 

long and communicate complex research challenges in a clear and 

compelling way, thanks our resident videographer Jon Chi Lou.

Our latest playlist is on the topic of net neutrality, as the U.S. 

Congress plans to introduce a new bill called the ‘Save the 

Internet Act.’ This controversial topic has been referred to as a 

“political football” by CAIDA Director KC Claffy. KC brings us up 

to speed on some of key issues framing the debate, including the 

death of common carriage, the “dirt road problem”, and more. 

That playlist is available on Youtube at https://goo.gl/bSPhyg 

Feel free to like, share, and follow! 

Check out SDSC’s Research Videos, Social Media Feeds
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Q: HPC now spans many science domains:  Applied 
Mathematics, Physics, Biology, the Environmental 
Sciences, Social Sciences, and more. What kind of 
things do you envision students learning as part of 
this club?
It is my goal that membership 

determines the points of focus. 

I see your point that there are 

so many opportunities for deep 

dives on a variety of topics. It’s 

my belief that the only way to 

create buy-in and prevent us 

from destructively splintering 

is to intentionally set our goals 

and continually assess how well 

they represent our collective in-

terest. For the sake of applicabil-

ity across the variety of majors 

that turned out, I advocate for 

subjects prevalent in HPC that have appeal across the industry 

including containers, optimization, cloud computing, and scal-

ability of code. Ultimately the vision is still taking shape and will 

continue to be informed by the membership, industry trends, and 

guidance from SDSC.

Q: During the kick-off meeting you also mentioned 
a student competition at the next annual 
Supercomputing Conference (SC), to be held this 
November in Denver.  What are the next steps? 
It is my hope that we send a team from UC San Diego to SC19 to 

compete in the Student Cluster 

Competition. With respect to 

the competition, it’s a chal-

lenging balance we are strik-

ing. I would see it as a sign 

of a successful partnership if 

SDSC’s HPC-Students’ initiative 

and the Supercomputing Club 

were to field a team for the 

competition. Maintaining a low 

barrier to entry, skills or other-

wise, is a pre-condition for the 

Supercomputing Club building 

community as we intend to do. 

We hope that the environment we create is inhospitable to those 

traits of exclusion that competition tends to draw out of people. 

That said, we endeavor to find students in our membership who 

are willing to sacrifice the time and ego necessary to learn the 

required skills and grow together as a team, all while still support-

ing the club’s mission of creating an inclusive community.

“I wanted to build an inclusive, 
technologically-based community and 
HPC is something I felt would be good 
to band around, as I believe it has 
applications in every area of study 
here at UC San Diego.”

–Nigel Brown
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SDSC HEADLINES

SDSC Researchers Team with UNICEF 
on Liberian Schools Project

The United Nations 

Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 

has been working with 

SDSC and other parts of 

UC San Diego to apply 

‘deep learning’ tech-

niques to help determine 

the location of exist-

ing Liberian schools so that the fund can provide them with 

resources and help plan new schools in the West African coun-

try. The SDSC team, which included Mai Nguyen, Daniel Crawl, 

and Ilkay Altintas, presented their findings at the 11th IEEE/

ACM International Conference on Utility and Cloud Computing 

in December. Their presentation focused on their use of a deep 

learning model called a convolutional neural network to extract 

features from satellite images. “We then applied cluster analysis 

to organize the image tiles into clusters, where tiles with similar 

features were grouped together,” said Nguyen. “These clusters 

were then used to identify likely locations of schools in a region.” 

        Read more at https://goo.gl/Tb5pJF

These two hyper glyph towers, based on visualizations of the Lahman 
Baseball Database, show the hits and home runs of Babe Ruth (top) and 
Barry Bonds (bottom) throughout their careers from start (bottom) to 
finish (top). Note how the yellow cubes in the Ruth visualization are 
more consistent throughout his career with an expected tapering toward 
the end, while the Bonds visualization shows a late-career surge that 
revealed his alleged use of performance-enhancing steroids. Courtesy of 
Jeff Sale/SDSC.

‘Hyper Glyphs’ Reveal New Insights in 
Visualized Data 
While the use of glyphs in scientific research is well docu-

mented, their untested limits as to how much information 

can be contained in a single glyph – or a ‘hyper glyph’ in this 

case – has the potential to unlock new insights through data 

visualization. “We’re hoping to reach folks who are looking 

deep into their data sets and don’t know where to begin when 

it comes to learning how to visualize the results of such data,” 

said Jeff Sale, a programmer analyst with SDSC in a webinar 

presentation to the Extended Collaborative Support Services 

(ECSS) Symposium in January. Sale’s presentation covered the 

long evolution of the glyphs, widely known as a typographic 

terminology used to describe visual symbols or markers. Over 

time, and with advances in technology, glyphs have been used 

to describe many new forms, including today’s use of emoti-

cons by millions. The ECSS Symposium is part of the eXtreme 

Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) 

program. Sale is a visual consultant for ECSS.  

   Read more at https://goo.gl/iuqxPj

A New Way to See Stress –  
Using Supercomputers
Supercomputer simulations performed using SDSC’s Comet as 

well as Jetstream, a cloud environment supported by Indiana 

University, the University of Arizona, and the Texas Advanced 

Computing Center show that at the atomic level, material stress 

doesn’t behave symmetrically. The findings, published in the 

Proceedings of the Royal Society A, could help scientists design 

new materials such as glass or metal that won’t ice up.  

   Read more at https://goo.gl/TgV2U7



SDSC’s 10th Annual Research Experience for High School 

Students (REHS) summer internship program will celebrate 10 

years of student success in 2019. More than 300 students from 

56 different high schools participated in this program between 

2010 and 2017, based on a statistical analysis done last year by 

two REHS students. Fully 70 percent of REHS alumni selected 

computer science and engineering as their college major, and 

65% attended a college or university on the list of top 20 global 

educational institutions, according to the survey.  

        For more details, please see https://goo.gl/7Tc8Qf

One change for the 2019 program, which runs from June 17 

through August 9, is that in order to partially cover rising costs 

of administering the program, the research-oriented internship 

tracks will no longer be offered free of charge. Those tracks will 

include a $1,000 registration fee for the eight weeks – or $125 

per week. Financial assistance is available.

“As a non-profit entity, it has become increasingly difficult to 

cover program expenses,” said SDSC Education Manager Ange 

Mason. “We have always appreciated the support that the local 

community has given to the REHS program, and it is our hope 

that will continue. REHS and programs like it have proven to be 

a valuable step along the way as students choose a university, 

and in many cases, computational science as a career option.”

Regarding last year’s REHS survey, two other highlights 

underscored the value of research internships for high school 

students: 

• Responding REHS alumni attended 38 different schools for 

their undergraduate education, with UC Berkeley, UC San 

Diego, and UCLA being the top three schools, respectively, 

and accounting for more than 50% of responding alumni.

• Almost 66% of REHS alumni respondents who attended 

college selected Computer Science & Engineering (CSE) as 

their declared undergraduate major, making it the most 

popular choice well ahead the next two – Biology (12.8%) 

and Mathematics & Physics (6.7%).

“I am very proud of what this data suggests,” said Mason 

when the survey findings were released. “While we realize that 

students who apply for this internship may be predisposed 

to Computer Science and Engineering or a related field, it’s 

gratifying to see how many of them pursue CSE in their 

university years and into their early careers.”

The REHS online application process is now open, and there is 

no fee to apply. A list of the 2019 REHS internship tracks is at 

https://goo.gl/fzU3KB
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REHS Summer Internship Celebrates its 10th Year!

NNOVATION IN EDUCATION

Image credit: Jon Chi Lou
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SDSC Hosts Advanced Computing 
Partnership Innovators
SDSC recently hosted a group of government and industry executives for a discus-

sion about developing public partnerships in advanced computing. The Building 

University Industry-Laboratory Dialogue (BUILD) for Advanced Computing is an 

effort launched and led by the Council on Competitiveness, a group of 200 CEOs, 

university presidents, labor leaders, and national lab directors to support the 

National Strategic Computing Initiative (NCSI)1. 

NSCI was launched by Executive Order (EO) 13702 in July 2015 to advance U.S. 

leadership in high-performance computing (HPC)2. The event is intended to explore 

new models for public/private partnerships (PPPs) to promote the use of advanced 

computing, broadly defined as HPC, quantum computing, artificial intelligence, 

machine learning, and “post-Moore’s Law” computing architectures. SDSC was 

honored to host this event on behalf of UC San Diego and provide an opportunity 

for Southern California industry executives and innovators to participate and bring 

the ‘SoCal’ perspective to this important discussion. 

Representatives from the biotech, defense, IT, manufacturing, and software sectors 

were present and lent their expertise and creative ideas for partnerships between 

academia, government, and industry to further national leadership in advanced 

computing. Stay tuned for highlights of the discussion in a future column. If you 

have thoughts about PPPs for advanced computing or are interested in SDSC’s 

programs for industry collaboration, we would love to hear from you.

Ron Hawkins 

SDSC Director of Industry Relations 

1 BUILD for Advanced Computing 2 background document, Council on Competitiveness, 
Wash DC, 2019.

2 https://www.nitrd.gov/nsci/ 


